chino points and media
onsistent color is the hallmark of fine china paints, and no paints are more consistent
than Seeley's. Years of research and experience have gone into our line of paints and
media, and because they have been developed especially for dollmaking, they are
paints that will give you superb results. Our entire line of doll colors is now lead-free for your
health. Made in the U.S.A.

C

Dry chino points
Grouped by color for easy reference. Paints and Special Items are
packaged in unbreakable plastic
vials with screw lids (net wt. 3.54.5g). The vial lid number is in
parentheses after the item number.

blocks
Onyx Black DGB02 (2G)
Solid black, for lashes, lid
lines on modern dolls, shoes,
and boots.
DGB02 Dry gloss

Satin Black

DSB01 (69S)

Lighter than Onyx Black. Perfect for fine
lines and lashes for modern and antique
dolls.
DSB01 Dry satin

whites
Manicure White
(110G)

Celeste Blue
DGBL02 (4G)
Bright blue for clothing for all-bisque dolls,
ornaments, jewelry.
DGBL02 Dry gloss

DGW05

DMW04 (80M)

Most opaque white for total coverage. painted eyes, clothing, jewelry pieces.
DMW04 Dry satin

Russet

DGBL06 (7G)

DGBR04 (12G)

For hair on babies, such as Dream Baby
and other German baby dolls. For flesh toning on modern dolls, particularly young children. For basic brows, and brows for
German character dolls.
DGBR04 Dry gloss

Rich Henna Brown
Teal Blue

DGBR08 (16G)

Soft gray teal color suited specifically for
the K*R 114. Mix with Celeste Blue for a
brighter blue tone; great for eye shadows.
DGBL06 Dry gloss

Strong reddish-brown for rustier low-gloss
brows-A Marque, Mein Liebling. For wash
over French Chocolate and over Lady
White.
DGBR08 Dry gloss

Slate Blue

Chestnut Brown

DGBL07 (8G)

DGBR09 (17G)

Intense gray-blue with a hint of green.
Developed for eye painting of modern dolls,
lovely for antiques also. Light in vial yet fires
to steely blue.
DGBL07 Dry gloss

Reddish brown for brows and lashes for
modern dolls.
DGBR09 Dry gloss
DMBR01 Dry matt

Sapphire Blue

Deep dark brown that will hold its color in
fine strokes. Excellent for modern dolls.
DGBR10 Dry gloss

DGBL08 (74G)

Deep sapphire shade for painted eyes. For
modern dolls, Heubachs, China and
Parians, jewelry, ornaments.
DGBL08 Dry gloss

Indigo

Designed for you to give your
doll's finger nails a French
Manicure. This white is shiny
and opaque to apply to the
tips and moons of the nails. Use
with French Manicure Pink for a
natural finish.
DGW05 Dry satin

Whipped Cream

blues

DGBL09 (75G)

Navy blue with a touch of purple. Striking
as an accent for painted eyes for modern
dolls and Heubachs. Also for details on
China and Parians, jewelry, ornaments.
DGBL09 Dry gloss

Blueberry

DSBL02 (124S)

Beautiful blue inspired by the Farmer's
Family Doll House dolls. Use it for eye
painting. Also perfect for details on other
reproductions.
DSBL02 Dry satin

browns
Eyebrow #7
Espresso
DGEB07 (93G)
Formulated for late
French dolls with beautiful
high color. A true deep brown with no red
and just a hint of green. For deep brown
brows or other brown solid coverage.
DGEB07 Dry gloss.

Smoky Topaz

Cinder Brown

DGBR10 (18G)

DGBR13 (105G)

A dark, black-brown for the deepest shade
in brown painted eyes, modern-doll eyelashes, and beautiful dark eyebrows. If you
missed Charcoal Brown this is the color
you need.
DGBR13 Dry gloss

Miraja Shade

DGSD01 (101 G)

Gives your doll's features definition, as a
contour color over India Gold porcelain.
Use with the other three Miraja colors for a
complete look.
DGSD01 Dry gloss

French Chocolate Shade
(118G)

DSGD02

A delicate brown blended to achieve a natural shading deep in the contours of pieces
cast in French Chocolate. Create the illusion of depth where there is none.
DGSD02 Dry gloss

Eyebrow #1 Caramel

DSEB01 (95S)

Light color with green tinge for blond
dolls-early AT, Jumeau, Bru dolls.
DSEB01 Dry satin
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chino points and media
Eyebrow #2 Olive Brown
(86S)

DSEB02

Medium greenish-brown-Iater Jumeaux,
some Steiners.
DSEB02 Dry satin

Eyebrow #3 Copper

DSEB03 (94S)

Coppery brown with hint of green, for
French Kahlie Steiner, suitable for many
German, especially character dolls, also
some baby dolls' hair.
DSEB03 Dry satin

Eyebrow #4 Dark Brown
(96S)

DSEB04

Medium to dark brown, often found on K*R
and Simon & Halbig dolls, and others.
DSEB04 Dry satin

Eyebrow #8 Antique Mocha DSEB08
(127S)
Beautiful new golden brown inspired by
antique dolls. Use for brows on antique and
modern reproductions.
DSEB08 Dry satin

red, pin k & skin
tones
Fawn Shadow
DGBR11 (76G)
Warm brown with a hint of
gray and pink. Shading color
for modern dolls and for antique
Kestners, Steiners, and ladies.
DGBR11 Dry gloss

Pink Fawn Shadow

DGBR12 (84G)

Specially developed shading color, soft
brown with pink overtones. For subtle color
around and in eyes, by nose, ears, arms
and legs.
DGBR12 Dry gloss

Bisq-Tone #1 Creamy Rose DGBT01
(19G)
Creamy rose, particularly suited for French
and some German dolls.
DGBT01 Dry gloss

Bisq-Tone #2 Raspberry
(20G)

DGBT02

Strong rose color with a touch of blue, often
found in German dolls.
DGBT02 Dry gloss

Bisq-Tone #6 Peach berry
(24G)

DGBT06

Pink color with a hint of blue, formulated as
a match for large C-Steiner, suitable for
Jumeaux and early Kestners.
DGBT06 Dry gloss

Bisq-Tone #7 Peaches 'N Cream
DGBT07 (72G)
Soft peach is a match to Kestner's A.T.
Nina complexion. Use for German dolls,
such as K*R, Simon & Halbig, Kestner,
and light application on some Brus.
DGBT07 Dry gloss

Bisq-tone #9 Cranberry
(121 G)

DGBT09

Developed to be an overall wash when a
blue-toned red is desired. Perfect for later
French dolls with high color, such as
Jumeaux and Steiners.
DGBT09 Dry gloss

Cheek Blush

DGCB01 (25G)

Deep, red-rose color suitable for all dolls.
Density of color is governed by density of
application.
DGCB01 Dry gloss

RUby Cheek Blush

DGCB02 (26G)

Ruddy rose/pink/bluish color -very versatile. Wide range of uses for antique and
modern reproductions such as cheek and
lip color and body shading.
DGCB02 Dry gloss

Miraja Cheek

DGCB03 (102G)

Our darkest cheek blush, for a rich, cinnamon blush over India Gold or other dark
porcelains. Use with the other three Miraja
colors for a complete look.
DGCB03 Miraja Cheek

Pompadour Red

DGR02 (47G)

Medium-to-ruddy skin tone for antique
cheeks, lips.
DGR02 Dry gloss

Satin Yellow Red
Classic Yellow Red*

DSR02 (91 S)
DGR04 (49G)

Light orange-red color for lips on German
and some late French dolls.
'This color contains lead ingredients, not
food safe. Keep away from children.
DSR02 Dry satin
DGR04 Dry gloss

Rose Red

DGR08 (52G)

Bisq-Tone #3 Apple Blossom
DGBT03 (21 G)

Beautiful, soft tone for lips on both French
and German dolls.
DGR08 Dry gloss

Very pale rose for pale French and lady
dolls.
DGBT03 Dry gloss

Candy-cane color, very opaque (multiple
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Really Red*

DGR11 (54G)

coats), for ornaments, jewelry, clothing.
'This color contains lead ingredients, not
food safe. Keep away from children.
DGR11 Dry gloss

Sangria Blush

DGR12 (70G)

Red-violet found in decorative painting on
fine China and Parians. Also for flowers,
jewelry, ribbons, bows, details on all-bisque
dolls.
DGR12 Dry gloss

Whispering Rose

DGR13 (73G)

Perfect color for natural lips on modern
dolls. Use for French and German also;
doubles as overall wash and blush.
DGR13 Dry gloss

Rosewater

DGR14 (77G)

Rose color with bluish tone for modern
dolls, especially face and body shading.
Also for cheeks and lips.
DGBR14 Dry gloss

French Manicure Pink DGR15 (109G)
Designed to finish a French Manicure on
your doll's fingernails. Use with Manicure
White. A thin coat over the entire nail will
give a finished and natural look.
DGR15 Dry gloss

Cameo Pink

DSR03 (126S)

Developed for painting details on antique
all-bisque dolls, doll house dolls and figurines. Satin rose pink is perfect for modern
and antique reproductions.
DSR03 Dry satin

Melonberry Kiss

DGKS01 (98G)

A wonderful lip color for caucasian skin
tones such as French Bisque.
DGKS01 Dry gloss

Miraja Kiss

DGKS02 (100G)

An opulent shade of red for lips - use
heavily for a sensuous burgundy color or
apply lightly for a warm, deep red. Use with
the other Miraja colors for a complete look.
DGKS02 Dry gloss

Malibu Kiss

DGKS03 (104G)

A soft, natural peach tone for lovely lips.
Use with California Sunrise porcelain, and
Malibu Glow to give your dolls an effortless,
coordinated look.
DGKS03 Dry gloss

Lotus Blossom Kiss DGKS04 (108G)
Created to complement Lotus Blossom
porcelain for soft, warm, mandarin orange
shaded lips. Just the right amount of red
undertone and extra sheen to paint luscious lips.
DGKS04 Dry gloss

For referral to a Seeley Doll Center or to order, call toll free: 1-800-433-1191

Naturelle Kiss

DGKS05 (115G)

Aztec Glow

DGBG08 (117G)

a little pinker than Melonberry Kiss, a perfect lip color to complement Naturelle
porcelain.
DGKS05 Dry gloss

A brown and burgundy tone blended especially to warm up and intensify Aztec Tan
porcelain. Created as an overall wash.
DGBGOB Dry gloss

Mohican Kiss

Brown Velvet Glow DGBG09 (120G)

DGKS06 (116G)

Designed for a natural blushed mauve lip
color with Mohican porcelain. Apply heavily
for deeper berry mauve and more gloss.
DGKS06 Dry gloss

Mulberry Kiss

DGKS07 (119G)

A warm pink brown that is a perfect overall
wash for Brown Velvet porcelain for darker
intensity. Use lightly or heavy to achieve a
variety of effects.
DGBG09 Dry gloss

A rich burgundy tone made for lips on
French Chocolate porcelain. Use with
Cappuccino Glow, an overall wash also for
French Chocolate.
DGKS07 Dry gloss

Body Glow

greens
Shading Green
DGG08 (42G)

DGBG01 (97G)

A true green. Can
be used to shade
other colors.
DGGOB Dry gloss finish

(for French Bisque) A perfect match as an
overall wash on French Bisque.
DGBG01 Dry gloss

Miraja Glow

DGBG02 (99G)

Adds lustre and depth to India Gold porcelain as an overall wash. Use with the other
three Miraja colors for a complete look.
DGBG02 Dry gloss

Malibu Glow

DGBG03 (103G)

A perfect wash to give your doll a peachy
tan. Developed to use on California Sunrise
porcelain. Use with Malibu Kiss color for
lips.
DGBG03 Dry gloss

Lotus Blossom Glow
(106G)

DGBG04

Mohican Glow

DGBG06 (113G)

A perfectly matched overall wash for
Mohican porcelain. A flesh tint with a hint of
burgundy to intensify the porcelain color.
DGBG06 Dry gloss

Naturelle Glow

Shimmering Moss

DGBG07 (114G)

A peachy tan, created to enhance
Naturelle porcelain. Use as an over all
wash to intensify color.
DGBG07 Dry gloss

Rich, opaque shade,
perfect for Parians. Accent
color for clothing on all-bisque dolls, jewelry, and ornamental pieces.
DGBL10 Dry gloss

Lavender Mist

Deep Blue Green

Dusky Lilac

DGG07 (41G)

DSG01 (122S)

The perfect medium green in a versatile
satin finish. Use it to paint clothes or detail
on bisque. Create leaves in a floral painting
or add a little brightness to green painted
eyes.
DSG01 Dry satin

grays

yellows,
tans
Yellow Brown
DGY02 (59G)
A medium tan for eyebrows and hair.
DGY02 Dry gloss

French Gold

Smoky Gray

DSGR01 (125S)

Especially developed for painting gray hair
or painted eyes. A little darker than clouds,
it is the color of light smoke. Use it for modern or antique reproductions.
DSGR01 Dry satin

DGY08 (62G)

Gold-tone for china and parian dolls, clothing.
DGYOB Dry gloss

Lemon Cream

DSY03 (123S)

A delicate pale yellow with a soft satin
sheen. Excellent for painting hair on dolls or
figurines.
DSY03 Dry satin

decorative
colors

Pearl Gray
DGGR02 (44G)
Creamy shade with
less gloss, use light
application to the contours of facial features to
give depth and dimension. For modern as
well as many antique reproductions.
DGGR02 Dry gloss

DMR06 (65M)

Pale lilac rose with grey overtones. Lid
blush for many French dolls.
DMR06A Dry matt

DGG10 (79G)

Beautiful aqua blue/green, deep intensity.
DGG07 Dry gloss

DGLM02 (87G)

Strong violet shade for eye shadows and
eye painting in modern dolls. For stockings
on all bisque dolls.
DGLM02 Dry gloss

DGG05 (39G)

Deep, earthy green for dark rims around
the iris and for shading. Also for use on
decorative pieces.
DGG10 Dry gloss

DGBG05 (107G)

A companion overall wash for French
Chocolate porcelain, with a hint of burgundy. Use it to add a subtle glow.
DGBG05 Dry gloss

Deep Purple
DGBL10 (83G)

Bright green with a touch of yellow.
DGG05 Dry gloss

Ivy

Enhances the new Lotus Blossom porcelain. Use this overall wash to add depth to
the color of the porcelain without changing
it. Lotus Blossom Glow is intended to
enhance and work with the porcelain for
more beautiful and coordinated dolls.
DGBG04 Dry gloss

Cappuccino Glow

Dark Avocado

purples

Gold-Dust* DDS01
(81 D)
Golden shimmer or
just a little glitter for
overall wash, eyelid
blushing, costume details,
decorative accents, jewelry, ornaments.
'This color contains lead ingredients, not
food safe. Keep away from children.
DDS01 Dry decorative

Silver-Dust*

DDS02 (820)

Silver sparkle or glorious sheen, depending
on application, for dolls and decorative
pieces.

Orders outside the U.S., please call (607) 433-1240 ET.
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chino point kits and media
'This color contains lead ingredients, not
food safe. Keep away from children.
DDS02 Dry decorative

Moon Glow'

DDS03 (850)

Pearlescent shimmer with a touch of blue.
For decorative pieces, angels, fairies, jewelry. 'This color contains lead ingredients, not
food safe. Keep away from children.
DDS03 Dry decorative

Seeley's blush pacsTM
Our own invention, the Blush Pac brings the convenience of already
mixed paints to the Waterbase Technique'''. No longer do you have to mix
your own cheek-blush cake. Simply use the Blush Pac. It's pre-mixed with
water-based medium in two perfect colors for cheeks. Blush Pacs come in
a plastic container, like a make-up compact. Works great with our exclusive pouncer brushes, shown below. Net wt. 8-10g.

Rochard Paste

Cheek Blush

A raised paste white china paint in a high
gloss or matte finish. Excellent for the
Rochard technique. After firing, paint over it
with liquid bright gold. Gold will be glossy
with the gloss version and matte with the
matte version. (Vial lid #111 G, 112M)
DMW05 Dry matt
DGW06 Dry gloss

Ruby Cheek Blush

BPAC2

Ruddy rose-pink with bluish touch.
Versatile; use for modern and antique
reproductions. Same color as DBCB02.

BPAC2

special items
Gloss Flux

BPAC1

Deep, red-rose, suitable for all dolls. Same
color as DGCB01.
BPAC1

chino pointing media

FLUX (68G)

White powder to mix with any china paint to
add adhesive strength (bonding of colors to
piece). It will also make the paint glossier.
FLUX 5.8g

Media are packaged in plastic or glass bottles, with screw lids. Some are
available in pint as well as one-ounce sizes. For a free conversion chart of
water-base-oil-base medium, contact our Customer Service department.

Matting Agent

WATER-BASED MEDIA

_

Ultra Fine Line Medium

1914

MATTER (67M)

White powder to mix with any china paint to
make it more matt.
MATTER 3.7g

Water-based, odorless, tinted yellow for easy
identification. For eyelashes and eyebrows,
super smooth formula helps you paint delicate lines. No clumping or blotching.
1914 1 oz.
1914PT Pint

Line Medium

1910

Water-based, odorless, tinted lavender for
easy identification. Non-drying media
allows for fluid fine lines and strokes.
19101 oz.
1910PT Pint

Area Medium

1912

Water-based, for overall coverage, general
painting and conditioning bisque. More liquid and thinner than Line Medium, it will dry
more quickly. Odorless, colorless.
19121 oz.
1912PT Pint

Anti-Blotch

1913

Water-based, slightly brownish. Prevents
blotching. Use sparingly with Line Medium.
19131 oz.

OIL-BASED MEDIA
Brushing Medium

1900A

Open light oil for general painting and con-

ditioning porcelain bisque.
1900A 1 oz.
1900PT Pint

Pure Gum Turpentine

1901

For cleaning all brushes used with oilbased media.
1901 1 oz.

Mixing Medium

1903

Heavy semi-open painting medium.
1903 1 oz.
1903PT Pint

Tinting Oil

1906

Heavy closed medium for pouncing overall
color.
19061 oz.

Pen Medium

1906A

Non-spreading medium for all fine line
work.
1906A 1 oz.

Balsam of Copaiba

1908

Extra heavy closed medium for building up
color.
19081 oz.

Lavender Oil

1917

Semi-open, extra light medium for thinning
other oil or conditioning porcelain bisque.
1917 1 oz.
1917PT Pint

.....................................................................................................................................
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chino point kits
A wonderful gift any time of the year, to suit your style.
Beginner's Doll Painting Kit
An exceptional quality and value; everything you need to start painting porcelain
dolls. The Beginner's Kit contains four china
paints: Onyx Black, Cheek Blush, Rose
Red, Eyebrow #3, Copper; two water-based
media: Area and Line; three brushes:
Modern Lip, China Mop, Modern Liner; and
tools: Feather knife, two Super Doll
Sponges, palette knife, glazed tile, and a
grit scrubber.
BKIT2

Waterbase Kit
Designed specifically for doll makers who
prefer the Waterbase Technique, includes
colors for dolls cast in white porcelain.
Contains eleven china paint colors: Teal
Blue, Bisq-Tone #1, Bisq-Tone #2, Cheek
Blush, Eyebrow #1, Eyebrow #2, Eyebrow
#3, Eyebrow #4, Satin Yellow Red, Rose
Red, Black; three Water-based media:
Area, Line and Anti-Blotch; Gloss flux, and
Matter. Complete instructions included.
WBK2

BKIT2

Modern Doll Painting Kit
Kit features colors carefully chosen and
created for painting modern dolls. Contains
seven dry china paints: Bisq-Tone #1, Ruby
Cheek Blush, Lavender Mist, Russet, Onyx
Black, Pearl Gray, Smoky Topaz. Also
included are two Water-based media: Line
and Area Medium; two Super Doll Sponges
and complete instructions.
MODKIT

Decorating Kit for Parian Dolls

WBK2

BCP1

MODKIT

JEWLKIT

(Not shown.) This kit gives you everything
you need to portray the classic beauty of
China and Parian dolls. Contains: Liquid
Bright Gold (GOLD), Opal Luster (OPAL),
Underglaze Blush Pink, Brush Cleaner
(A3029) and Doll Gloss (G400). Complete
instructions included. GOLD, OPAL, A3029
and G400 also sold separately.
DKPD

Jewelry Painting Kit
Create beautiful porcelain jewelry with these
eleven vibrant china paints. Contains: Onyx
Black, Manicure White, Deep Blue-Green,
Shading Green, Slate Blue, Violet of Iron,
Lavender Mist, French Gold, Ruby Cheek
Blush, Rich Brown and Bisq-Tone #1; and
Line Medium. Instructions included.
JEWLKIT

Oil-Based Kit
Designed for doll makers who prefer the
Oil-based technique. Contains eight china
paints: Celeste Blue, Pompadour Red, New
Persian Flesh, Chestnut Brown, Yellow
Brown, Satin Black, Manicure White, Onyx
Black and Matter. Two oil based media:
Brushing Medium and Pen Medium.
Complete instructions included.
BCP1

Orders outside the U.S., please call (607) 433-1240 ET.
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